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MEDICAL SHELTER (PN131-300) 

 
       ASSEMBLY SEQUENCE: 

                            

 
 
            [Medical Shelter packaged in pouch] 
 

               
 

   1.   Remove the poles and reverse the pouch 
 inside out to remove the Medical Shelter. 
 

               
 

2.  Construct frame by connecting (2) 60” & 
(2) 80” horizontal poles together using 
corner angles and position rectangular 
frame on floor, then insert (4) 80” vertical 
poles in lower corners, finally attached (2) 
60” & (2) 80” horizontal poles together at 
top corner connectors.  

 

              
 

3.    Drape Medical Shelter over the top of the 
frame, while positioning the upper corners 
of Medical Shelter over the upper corners 
of the frame. 

  

               
 
4. Temporarily disconnect 60” pole on the 

lower frame and slide pole through the 
lower end sleeve of Medical Shelter, and 
then reconnect pole at the lower corners. 

                 
 

5.  Repeat step 4 on other end of the lower 
rectangular frame, to complete assembly. 

 

               
 

6.  Medical Shelter has zippered door flaps 
that wrap around the vertical poles to be 
binder clipped open. 
           

    REPACKAGING SEQUENCE: 
 

1.   Unzip, to loosen Medical Shelter material 
and temporarily disconnect 60” horizontal 
pole sections from corner angles of lower 
frame to slide poles out of the sleeves.  

 

2. Slide Medical Shelter up and over, away 
from the top of the frame to remove.   

 

3. Disconnect 80” horizontal pole sections 
from corner angles of upper frame, while 
leaving angle connectors attached to each 
end of 60” pole sections. Then repeat 
disassembly until all the poles are loose. 

 

                                
 

4. Reverse the Medical Shelter inside out, zip 
closed and lay flat on ground with 80” pole 
sections on top at other end than pouch. 

 

                        
 
5.  Roll-up Medical Shelter around 80” poles 

and position above pouch, then reverse 
pouch around, while stuffing Medical 
Shelter inside. Insert 60” poles with 
connectors on top, then zip pouch closed.   


